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Preface
,

The possession of a longbow around which cling the
mysteries and the triwaphs of its English predecessors pre
sages an intereet in its history and possibilities) so it is
not strange when in the course of my studies at Butler Univer
sity I was called upon to select a thesis SUbject that I found
inspiration in my own bow.

There is music in the twang of its

bow-string; th&re is poetry ic its lines.

Every bow has its

own personality; every arrow its own peculiar perversities.
The English longbow for some time was preeminently a
weapon of peace; gradually the military possibilities of the
bow sprang into greater prominence until the

Ed~ards

crystal

lized military tactics on a basis of strong infantry divisions
we'll supported by light armed archers.

While the dismounted kn it: ht 8

remained heavily armed) the archers supported by a small body
of cavalry formed an

effectiW~force

to fellow up a victory

or a mobile group with ·which to strike the enemy in the rear
while the major conflict was going on at the front.

The French)

though it was a diffioult leseon to learn) finally realized
that they could not put their entire confidence in a purely
rnounted anay.

This realization ended in the dismounting of

the French knights and the use of the paviae.
To the English the longbow gave a greater sense of unity

A;'\~\p%

and nationality through victories won by cooperation of all
the classes.
the yeoman
and feared.

The services of the

cl~ss

as

~ell

&s

m~d3

bO~7men

bred a respect for

the English nation respected

When the bow had twanged its swan Bong in the

drama of military tactics} it returned to its older role of
the companion of peace and amid various vicissitudes of popu
larity it continues in this role.

The beauty of a perfectly

sped shaft never fails to charm.
For the accounts of the use of the longbovl in military
engagements I have used the chronicles covering the period to
which I have had access.

Copies of the illustrations are tak

en mainly from Elmer and Strutt.
For the inspiration and the guidance in my graduate
work lowe a debt of gxatitude to the members of the History
Department and especially to Dr. Haworth} who has counseled
me through the preparation of this thesis.
H. M. T.
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Chapter I
The Longbow Makes Its Debut
-C;

"Of all the inventions of men, scarcely anyone can
challenge higher antiquity, or more universal and long con
tinued use, than the bow; a weapon which has be'en common to
almost all people, and a chief instrument of victory and con
quest from the remotest period.

Previous to the discovery of

gunpowder, the bow was, unquestionably, the most efficacious
weapon of war; it united and concentrated the distinct powers
of the only two weapons of distant offence, that had been
discovered and made use of, namely the dart, javelin, or lance;
and the sling". (1)

The bow haa provided the means not only

for victory on the battle field but also for the procuring of
food and clothing.

It is no 'Wonder, then, that the boW has a

primi ti ve lure.
However, ita early history is shrouded in the miats of
legend and mythology.

Some of the ancients attributed the in

vent ion of the bow and arrows to Apollo,

sor~e

to the son of

Perseus, and others to Scythes, the son of Jupiter.

TIhatever

may have been its high born origin, the bow became "the one
instrument of forest and field sports
1.

corr~on

Roberts, The Engl ish Bo'!,rnan, PP. If.

to patrician and

2.

plebeian l king and eequire n • (1)
A murul paintins irom a cave l near Abocacer l Castellan)
gives evidence of the use of the bow in the Old Stone Age. (2)
To the English) however, remains the honor of winning with the
stout yew bow and grey goose fe&ther such spectacular victories
as astonished Europe.

history.

Theirs were not the first

longbo~s

of

The Egyptian bow as far as dimensions were concerned

bore resemblance to the English longbow.

The Pereians l tOOl were

reed arrow often thirty inches long.
e,xpert in the

This weapon oast a

e of the longbow) though their bows were

faehioced of horn as were those of the Egyptians.

So promi

nent a part did the longbow play in their lives that l accord
ing to Plutarch l the Persian coin was stamped with the figure
of an archer.

They used archers on the field of battle) al

though these were placed behind the protection of spearmen.
It was their custom that) before going into battle) the king
revieNed his troops; and as each soldier passed His
he dropped an arrow into a basket.

~.iajes ty)

This basket was then

sealed until the end of the war when the troops again passed
in reView) but this time each soldier took from the basket an
arrow.

Those arrows

~hich

the number of those who had

remained gave mute testimony of
ans~ered

the call of the King of

Kin5s.
1.
2.

Thompson, The
See Figure 1.

~itcherl

of

Arche~l)

p.2.

"
....

Another little homely example of the fact that through
the ages the bow has been inter'ii'Oven wi thin the fabric of
society comes from an old Chinese proverb which tells that
':I'hen a Bon is born, a bow and quiver are hung up at the gate.
Thie reminds us of the more familiar Dutch custom of hanging
up a red satin ball when such an event occurs.
Who introduced the long gooden bow into England is a
matter of conjecture depending upon scattered and isolated
informa t ion.

Some bave argued t.ha t t:'1e bow

i:&S

introduced

by the Anglo-Saxons while others have held the Normans rs
sponsible; and para10xical though it may seem) both may be
correct for while the Anglo-Saxons may have introduced the
longbowJthe Normans demonstrated its real military possibil
ities. (1)

Speed believed thut the Danes knew of the long

'wooden bow CL."1d that this knowledge proba.bly extended to the
Anglo-Saxons.

To support this) Borne arrow-heads have been

found in Norse tombs

\'Ti

th

sockets~'l'hich

diameter of the arrow shaft.

reve:lled the probable

The largest a.re nine inches lang

with sockets for a three-eighths

inch shaft.

In order to

make a well 'balanced missle the shaft must have been of con
siderable length.

This would tend to lengthen the bow sO that

the archex could draw the arrOti to the head without danger of
breaking the wooden bow.
1.

Du Chaillus' DViking Age U says,

Eachard (md HaT'iard held this vi ew.

4.

"The bm:J (bogi)

and the arrow (or) were a11l0ng the moat im

portant weapons for war.

The bows discovered are generally

about aix feGt long". (1)

However, Henry of Huntingdon gave

the battle axe as the native Danish weapon. (2)

That the

Anglo-Saxons possessed the longbow eeems fairly certain
though the extent of its use is more dubious.
ancient galleys were found in

Nydam~

In 1863 three

Sleswig, a moor near

Alsensund TIhich had been at one time a fjord. (3)

One of

these haa been preserved in good condition in the Kiel

muse~~.

Another was destroyed by the Pruseian soldiers in 1864 to make
fire-~.·Jo·:>d

for cooking "their coffee.

On these galleys among

other thinga were found about forty bows

~nd

over one hundred

arrows which belonged to the inhabitanto of Sleswig and Hol
satia around 400-450 A.D. or in other words on the eve of the
Anglo-Saxon invasion of England.

Their bows were from five

fGet seven inchea to six fect long and two and eight-tenths
to three centimeters in diameter.

However, contrary to its

celebrated descendant, the English longbow, the flat aide was
1.
2.

3.

Quoted in Elmer. Archery, p.33.
ChrQ..n..tl:.Jea of HeIlIT _of HUIll~_~,lon, Book VI, p.209. "Here
a aingleNor"i'i'egfan, ';,hose name ought to have been preserved,
took poat on a bridge, and he~ing down more than 40 of the
Engl ish tii th a battle-axe, his country t s weapon, stayed
the English army 'till the ninth hour." This was the battle
of Stamford Bridge.
Archers' Register, 1912.

5.

the belly and not the back.

The strings seem to have been

pennanently attached, for the bows had no horns or notches,
though the strings long eince have disintegrated.

The arrows

"ere barrelled and fletched r;ith four feath8re and heads of
bone or iron. (1)
,Lany who have contended. that the bow of the Saxons \"las
a short bow come to their conclusicns undoubtedly from the re
presentations of the bo'w in old carvings, but art which was
60

crude th&t it represented the bow-string as thick as the

bow and gave an arrow the proportions of a broad

s~ord

is not

an adequate eource$a)
Just

~hat

part the bow and arrow played in Saxon warfare

is not definitely

kno~m.

The ecclesiastical chroniclers for

the most part were content
army combatants.

~ith

calling the members of the

Polydore Virgil spoke of a number of archers

placed in the right wing of Alfred's army, and one version of
the '!vell known Alfred story even. related that Kind Alfred let
the good wOT,ian's c2.kes burn

~he,n

ing his bow and arrows. (3)

However, aft.er the battle of

he becarr;e interested in mend

Hastings archery assumed a new place in the history of England,
although it did not come into great prominence until the wars
of Edviard 1.
The English virtually held a monoply on the
1.
2.
3.

See Appendix No. III.
See figure 2.
Hargrove, Anecdote~ of

Ar~hery,

p. 17.

longbo~

not

6.

by the

la~s

of man maie monopoly but by the laws of nature

and of social order.

As Sir John Smith stated the longbow

remained the "gift of God to the Englioh nation".

Although

the French attempted to force archery upon their people by
royal orders and some archers of high degree did rise" for
the most part the French did not take kindly to the bow.
The French and Spanish had kept their peasantry crushed and
weaponleas so that the yeoman class from which the English
drew their archers was lacking.

Then" too" England's laws

of inheritance tended to alleviate the fierce class chasms
which existed in

Fr~nce"

for according to the

la~s

of primo

genitor only the eldest son inherited the noble fief while
the other sons" though of noble birth"

re~ained cor~10ner6.

This tended to form a group which could fraternize with the
nobles and yet whose interests were not so divergent from the
yeoman class but that they had things in common.

When these

classes were thrown together on the field of battle" there was
a spirit of national unity and cooperation.

On the other hand"

the French nobility had contelupt for the peasantry; they pre
ferred to hire mercenaries and when they did take to the bow
it

~as

the crossbow

~hich

reqUired less physical exertion.

As

the use of meroenary troops never gained favor among the Eng
lish" the king

bec~me

dependent upon the shire levies" because

the feudal arrays ~ere inadequate. (1)
1.

The ever armed bowman

Because of Englandls isolated position she did not need a
large force of mercenaries for protection from invasion.
The f'yrd levies formed a Isubstantial militia. That the Eng
lish people res8nted any attempt of the king to hire ~ercen
aries is s~en from a provision of the Magna Oarta.

7.

formed a substantial militia l but this very fact was to give
the common folk a meune of controlling the acta of the govern
ment.

How effectively the bow could back the claims of the

people} the Earl of Warwick never realized until he experienced
it in the hands of Ket's folloners after which he speedily re
vised his former contempt for this weapon •

.

8,

Chapter II
The Strung Bow, The Symbol of War
-0

The early peoples, especially the Welch, followed the
custom of using the strung bow as a symbol of war.

The pos

terity of these people made the English longbow not just a
symbol of

~ar

but a terror of war to the point that there is

subotantiation for Thompeon's statement,

lilt may well be

said that the powerful government of Great Britain rests upon
a foundation of iron arrow-heads - that its greatest glory
has been achieved by the hard shooting of its archers - that
its history's most brilliant pages have been graven on imper
iehable tables ,.ith the bodkin-pointed shafts of the yeomen
~ho

drew bows at Creoy

~nd

Agincourt, and all those fights where

the supremacy over Europe was enforoed by the whiatlin8 grey
goose wing". (l)
As a weapon of warfare the English longbow did not main
tain its supremaoy long unohallenged, for it is ever the way
\iith military science that though an army may be vanquished
for

t~e

time being by a superior weapon or a forceful tactical

move there arises a

ne~

combat the former.

The dawn of the era of

weapon or new military combination to
gunpov~er

was at

hand at the time when the longbow was winning its moat spectac
1.

Thompson,

~ ~itchery

of Archery, p 2.

Eaye3.ux 'l'3.pestry

A Saxon
"ome

~efendinb

Hie

(Frcul a.n" h:igbth Centur.y Ca.rving)

We-men huntinf in the Fcurteenth
CentuTY

9.

ular victories.

All the scorn which the yeomen had for the

fire-crake could not check its deadly progress.

The French,

unable to match the English in the development of the longbow,
turned to the use of gunpowder which could be discharged with
equal skill by a weakling or a strong man.

The English act

ually attempted to cling to the bow long after its effective
ness had passed, but this does not mean that the English had
always displayed this affection for the bow as a military
~eaponj

for there was a time when more dependence was placed

on the crossbowmen than on the longbo\nnen.

In the

Non~an

period the exchequer rolls show more entries for crossbow
bolts than for arrows.

In fact the English did not

ass~nilate

the lessons in military art of the battle of Hastings and for
nearly two hundred years the English put their trust in caval
ry, a typical mediaeval practice.
Hastings was the first battle on English soil of great
import in which the longbow played a spectacular part in mili
tary tactics. (1)

When Harold learned of William's landing, he

has tened southward '::-i th the northern troops viho had \'ion the
Battle of Stamford Bridge.

Except for a comparatively few

housecarles, which he no doUbt placed in the center, his forces
were crudely armed levies of the fyrd equipped

~ith

swords,

javelins, clubs, axes, a few bows and even agricultural imple
1.

Morris held that these were not the longbow.
However, the Bayeaux Tapestry would indicate that these
were longbows. See Figure 3.

10.

ments which had been converted into weapons of defence.
dre~

Harold

his forces up on the lonely hill above the marshy bottom

of Senluc to await the attack.

Just before the Normans reached

the battlefield they halted to put on their heavy armour and
in his

~aste

William got his armour on hind foremost.

Many

of his followers, yielding to their superstition were distressed
at this ill omen but William only laughed &nQ as he turned it
about said, "That means that my duchy will be turned into a
kingdom".

The Nonnans formed the center with the Bretons and

men from Anjou and Maine attacking the English left and the
Flemings the English right.
TaillefGr,

determi~ed

As the story goes the jester,

to strike the first blow, rode before

the advancing army singing of Charlemagne and Roland and those
who died at Roncesvalles.

After his spectacular but fruitless

rush lithe ranks met; a cloud of

arro~s

carried death among

them; the clang of sword-strokes followed; helmets g1eamed,
and ';,"eapons clashed.

But Harold had formed his whole army in

close column, making a rampart which the Normans could not pen
etrate.

Duke William, therefore, commanded his troops to make

a feigned retreat.

In their flight they happened unawares on

a deep trench, which was treacherously covered, into which

n~~

bers fell and perished". (1)
This tactical move had been suggested to William as a
means of breaking the English ranks when earlier in the con
flict a portion of the English fyrd broke their line to pursue
1.

Henry of Huntingdon,

OPt

cit., Book VI, P 212.

11.

the Bretons who had been flung back.

Only the shire levies

rose to the bait while the solid front of the housecarlae
remained intact.

It was not until ¥!illiam used volleys of

arrows sent in vertical fire alternately with rushes of cav
alry that he was able to win.

The English, though there were

some archers among their ranks, had no effective means of
striking the enemy

befo~e

they came to grips, while the Nor

mans with their archers could break the morale of the English
before the hand to hand conflict and then ride them down

~ith

the horsemen against whom the English had no cavalry. (1)

The

English were in the position of a boxer '.7ho is matched against
another having a neVi method of attack.

He is capable of stand

ing punishment and attempts to hang on until the bout is
through but he has no effective way of inflicting much damage
upon his

advers~ry.

The defeat of the English here proved

that a purely stationary force could not stand up under the
demoralizing forces of a snow-storm of arrows combined

~:ith

rushes of cavalry although it is not strange in a day when
the mailed horsemen in a feudalized society were coming to be
looked upon as the strength of the army on the continent that
this victory should have been accredited to the knights,
rather than to the archers.
1.

The Norman conquest only hastened

Baker, to the contrary, stated nAnd for advantage of weap
ons, the Nor~ans had long Bo~s and arrows, which among the
English at that time were not at all in use." Chronicles,
p.33.

l

?

""'.

to frui tion the trend toward feudal ism 1'ihich had begun in Eng
land, so "the main features of the two-hundred years from
Hastings onnard

~vere

the feudal knizht and the feudal castle".

Yet this does not mean that their infantry disappearedj they
continued to share the plunder of victory and the wholesale
de~th

in case of defeat, for the winning army had no mercy on

the vanquished commoner while the members of the nobility were
held for

r~nsom

rather than put to the sword.

Archers were used in some instances in such a manner as
to presage their use at Falkirk} Hallidon Hill and Crecy.
The Chronicle of St. Evroult in relating the battle of Bourg
teroude waged by Henry I in

Nor~andy

(1124) gave this passage:

"Odo Borleng said: IThe king's enemies ravage

his lands in

security, and have captured and are carrying off one of his
lords, to whom he had entrusted the defence of the country.
What are we to do? .••...• It will be best for part of us to
dismount and engage on foot, while the other part remain in
the saddle and fight on horseback.

The bo\vmen should fann

the first line to annoy the enemy, and check their advance
by flights of arrows which may wound their horses".

In adapt

ing this idea the English were able to kill no less than forty
horses on the first onset. (1)
~aB

An arrow striking the horse

nearly as effective as one striking the rider.

The horae

..as less protected and if killed meant the checking of his
1.

Works of Odericus Vitalia, IV} pp. 73f.

13.

rider's advance.

Then, too, even though the horse

~aa

not

killed the barbed arrow stuck in the flesh and in tbe herse's
efforte to

ri~

itself cf the extraneous object it would rear

o.nd plunge until it had thro\m its rider as neatly as any
bucking broncho of the cowboy world.

Once down a mediaeval

kni£;ht with his unwieldy body armour was in a predicarilent.

TtU6 archers could be used to weaken a cavalry attack, al
thoueh archers r.ithout the support of infantry or cavalry
could be routed easily by a determined cavalry move.
Arohers \7ere mentioned in the oi vll wars under
Stephen but these played no deoiaive or spectacular part
tere.

For instance the rebellious lords had a sffi&ll body of

.eloh bowmen on the flank at the First Battle of Lincoln,
but these were completely routed by a oavalry charge led by
the Earl of Albermarle and

~illiam

of Ypres.

After this, the

battle resumed its typioal mediaeval charaoter.
period

bo~~en

During this

vere considered more useful in sieges or the

defence of narrow passes than for open field fighting.
During the reign of Stephen all things were not peaoe
ful along the Scottish front.

David, the Scotch king, an his

third invas ion of England (1138) e.ttempted to surprise the
English and 't7ould have sucoeeded had it not been for the warn
ing given by a squire.

The English knights were dismounted,

and David followed the same plan.

"Then all the English re

plied \'.'ith a shout, and the mountains and hills re-echoed,

14.

'Amen]

Amen~',

at the S20me moment the Scots raised their

country's war cry, 'Alban! Alban!' till it reached the clouds.
The sounds were

dro~ned ~f.id

the clash of arms. -In the first

cnset the ruen of Lothian, to whom the king of the Scots had
reluctantly granted the honour of striking the first bl 0\': ,
bore down on the mailed English knights TIith a cloud of darts
and their long spears, but they found their ranks impenetrable
as a

~all

of steel; while the archers mingled with the knights,

pierced the unarmed Scots with a cloud of arrows.

The whole

army of English and ~Jcrmuns stood faet ll • (1) The leader of the
Lothians was struck ,:.ith an arroi'i and the attack faltered.
Prince Henry

~ith

a few followers did succeed in breaking

through at one point, but their success

r~a8

unsupported and

in order to save ttemselves they cast away their insignia and,
mingling with the English, escaped.
It remained, however, for Edward I to combine cavalry
and foot soldiers so that the one unit supported and comple
mented the other, and Edhard III perfected these tactics so
ably used by his

grandf~ther.

From the time of Edward I more

men were definitely entered upon the rolls as archers than as
crossbo\,,--men.

Roviever,

Edr~ard's

army was still a feudal array;

each indivlduul brought his own weapons and armour.

So it was

that the common folk in the fyrd levies brought the weapon with
rrtich they were more

f~lliliar,

the bow.

With the increase in

the number of free or yeoman class because of economic changes,
1.

Henry of Runtingdon, op. cit., p. 269.

15.

the greater bec:c.:.n:e the m.unber bearing that weapon.
udvanta~e

rid~ng

Ed:':ard took

of this increasing number of archers to use them in

the enemy

~ith

arrows

~nd

then riding

do~n

their forcee.

Hie extensive oeullpaie;ns against the Welsh bowmen h&d made him
re~lize

the

then

~dvantages

Ed~ard

of a force of archers.

could make no progress against the solid front

of speare cf the Scotch schildron ut the tattle of Falkirk, he
brought up his archers.

The Scots had no cavalry to stop that

deadly host of arrow-shafts because the horsemen \Jhich

V~allace

had with him fled at the first signs of conflict, and the few
Scotch archers already had been routed by the E:nglish cavalry.
Edv.ard. did not n:c..ke the mie take 'l,'lh ich his predecessors had done
in giving the credit of his victory to the knights rather than
to the archers, but his Bon did not fully understand the mili
tary technique of his father.

At Bannockburn, though he had

a strong force of well armed horsemen and foot soldiers, he
lost the battle to the Scote with their solid infantry and ar
chers. (1)

Even ttcugh Edrard did n~use his archers to the

best advantage he should have dislodged the few Scotch archers
so that ~hey could not destrcy the morale of his troops. (2)
The appe&rance of what seerned to be a large reinforcement on
their flunk was the last
1.
2.

etra~

that broke the camelis back.

Fordun, Chro~l£l~ of the Scottish Nation, IV, pp.339.
There has been much speculation as to the position of the
archers at Bannockburn. Some record that the archers were
placed 80 far in adv~nce of the army th&t the Scots rode
them down. Baker put them in the second line adding that
the arrows struck their own troops in the back ~hich would
not have occurred had the archers been placed on the wines.

16.

This battle confirmed the Scots in the use of pike-men

~nd

probably defeated the attempts of their kings to foster
military archery.
,i th the ascen t of Ed"ard III the great peak of the
military success of the longbow was at hand.

Forces 7hlch

Ednard allowed Balliol to raise in England to assist him in
his civil war

~on

the victory of Duplin Moor by shattering

the ranks oi the Scots i;"i th a

13 torrn

of arrows from the flunks.

rue to the overthrow of Ealliol'e party in the following year
EdlNard blockaded Bert"lick and "In this ba teyle vlOnne the arch
ers of Ynglond. a perpetual laude ll • (1)

Victory at Hallidon

Hill followed hard upon the heels of that at

Ber~ick.

Here

the heavy-armed infantry and dismounted knights were divided
into three divisions with flanking forces of archers supported
by a emaIl cavalry reserve.

Horris says that the poachers

from SherTIood were offered pardon on condition of enlisting
with the kingls forces on this campaign.

In this battle "the

panoply worn by the Earl Douglas) who led the Scots • • • "'
~as

.!

of remarkable temper) and that) not only hie armour) but
I

that of his men Clt arms had been three years in making) yet
the English arrows rent it ~ith little adoe". (2)
asserted that an arrOl'" tipped

or

Patricius

i ttl fiax could penetrate any

piece of armour. (3)
The English had a knack of getting into war with the Scots)
1.

2.
3.

Capgrave) ChEohicle~ of EnglaE£) p.202.
Pinkerton) Hisj;ol'JI: of Scotland quoted by Hastings) The
British Archer) p. 38.
liansarcf;-Tr~e~Book of .Archery) p. 4) footnote.

but France was a name equally capable of provoking an excess
of English hostility) and soon the questions of wine, wool,
and fish along with belated claims on the French throne
brought Englund und France into the gulf of

~ar,

and English

yeomen turned their eyes southward to the fields where they
were to gain tLeir claim to immortal fame in the annale of
history.

The first

entr~nce

of England into France resulted

in sieges but little open field fighting) and the truce of
Esplechin soon put an end to hostilities but the war of the
Breton succession found the EngJ.ish and the French arrayed
against each other as allies of the contending parties in
Brittany.

By 1345 Edward renounced the truce and landed again

on the coast of i'Jorr:,andy with 4,000 men of arms and 10,000
archers Ilbesides Irishmen a.nd 'iielshmen that followed the host

.

afoot" (1)
-

~hen

the King and his Bon set foot on the land)

Edward ae the story goes, stumbled and fell.

Hie

follo~ers

considered this an ill-omen but the king looked upon the in
eident as a sign that the land wanted him.

After taking Caen

and manouvering around Paris) he started toward his lands of
Ponthieu or rather what he claimed as his lands. (2)

The French

allowed him to reconstruct the bridge aOt Poyzy (Poissy) and
retreat.

With the English in the lead there began a race

ended at Crecy.
1.
2.

~hich

Philip was aided in his chase by native bands

Froissart, Ohronicles of Froissart) I, ch. Cxxi, 93.
Although EdITard was not the descendant of Margaret of France
but rather of Eleanor of Castile, Ed~ard considered this
his inheritance.

which destroyed bridges and harassed

Edw~rd

a time it looked as though the English king

cn tis march.
'~:as

For

caught between

th;:: sea and the lov!er Somme, 'cut upon hearing of the ford below
Abbeville he hastened thither.

The tide ri'as up and the French

under Sir Godem.:;;.r du Fay attempted to hold ti:le passage but the
"archers of England shot

80

Rholly together, that the French

men ~ere fain to give place to the EngliehDen".(l) ~~en Edward
found himself in Ponthieu he drew up his force to
French attack.

a~ait

the

In the line-up were represented all the classes

cf society with each element contributing ita
a truly national array.

neceBs~ry

portion 

In direct contrast the French were

an assembly of heterogeneous representatives of a top-tecivy
nobility, scch with an

over-gro~n

sense of

eager to do some feat of arms which

~ould

knight-err~ntry

and

distinguish him.

Thou&h as brave as the English, they wasted this bravery because
cf a lack of cohesion and unity of action.
Finding themselves projected onto the field before the
English through their own impetuosi ty, they

~!l'ere

forced to re

taliate against the English arrow shower or retire. (8)
latter idea was wholly counter to the ethics of
they pushed on.

The

kni~hthood,

so

The Genoese crossbowmen hau been brou.:ht to

the front by their captains.

The Genoeee loosed a diff charge

of quarrels but before they could reload the ir bows, tl:e Zng
lish had
1.
2.

diech~rged

volley upon volley of

death-b~aring

Froiesart, op. cit., I, ch. cxxvii, p. 101.
Battle of CreCYJ 1346.
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till they fell like snow upon the Genoese.
the true value of the longbow as
seen clearly.

ag~inst

In this conflict

the crossbow may be

The bowmen on both sides were probably

o~

equal

accuracy and ability but the weapons would compare as the muzzle
loading musket to the breech loading repeater . 1he

crossbo~wen

would be open to fire all the time it took to crank up his wind
lass while at best it was an awkward heavy weapon to carryon
long m&rches.
bow

~ade

The rapidity of loading

~nd

discharging the long

it more effective in breaking up the cavalry charge

than the crossbow although if hit squarely with a crossbow
bolt tte unfortunate individual usually was no longer interest
ed in matters of this world.
engagement~

Again~

as illustrated in this

the croBsbowmen had no adequate way of protecting

their strings against atmospheric conditions, uhile the Eng
lish yeomen could detach their strings

~nd

thus keep them dry.

Very often the English bow was strung with double strings so
that in case of accident to the one the other string would be
ready to use and this practice has given rise to the statement
that a gixl who keeps one admirer in reserve lest her present
lover fail haa "Two strings to her bow". (1)
inst~nce

the quarrels (bolts) fell short

strings had been relaxed by the rain.
1.

2.

Hansard,

In this particular

bec~u8e

the crossbow

(2)

cit. Introd. VII.
in his essay suggested that effect of the rain on
the ground waD as important as on the strings for the cross
bows were placed against the ground to bal~nce them as the
arcl~r ~ound up the windlass.
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No longbow dating as far back as the Hundred Years' War
haa

be~n

found.

However, the target-bow of today is essentia1

1y the longbow of r1ediaeval England although "it differs from
its prototype as much as a draft animal differs from a race
horse". (1)

The bow was approximately the height of the archer.

In the yew tree Nature has provided the bowmen
borlf-·,.. ood.

~ith

an ideal

"It is the combination of ',',hat really amounts to

two different woods in one piece that gives the yew bow its
admirable G.ualities ll • (2)

Despite the fact that the English

boasted of their bows of English yew, the wood of the English
yew

~as

not aa desirable as that of the Spanish or Italian yew,

because ye'o'/ from high al ti tudes where the growth has been slow
gives a greater power of cast.

~he

Flodden Bow, founu near the

battle field of Flodden, though used over a hundred and fifty
I

years later than Crecy, may be taken as a fair example of the
construction of the longbow carried in the campaigns of the
Hundred Years'

~ar.

This bow was a roughly made eelf-yew

that probably drew between eighty and ninety pounds. (3)

bo~

It

as with euch roughly made bows as this that the English arch
ers at Crecy forced the

~enoese

crosebowmen to flee under the

steady rain of arrows to which the Genoeee had no adequate reply.
The impatient knight-hood in their anger and haste rode
dOTIn the Genoeee and charged the English, who were dravm up in
1.
2.
3.

Lambert, :~odern Archer~, p.35.
Ibid. p.54.
A self-yew bow is one constructed froD a single stave.

21.

three divisions of dismounted soldiery

~ith

the archers posted

on the winge of each division so that as the French approached
they vere caught in their ewa crossfire. (1)

The French seemed

to have persisted in charging the men at arms rather thari the
archers - just why is not certain unless it was that it was
difficult to

m~ke

the horses face the arrows or that there was

a feeling of contempt for fighting thoee not of noble birth.
If the latter was a reason, the French
for the arron

kne~

~ere

soon disillusioned

not race or class; it struck rich and peor

alike and many a knight or noble fell under its sting or found
himself the captive of a husky yeoman who would make himself
comparatively rich by the ransom money of his prisoner.
In the conflict the blind king of Bohemia made one last
futile though magnificent gesture to knight-hood anti honor, and
though he died, tv.ro of tis squires lived to tell of the episode
to Froissart.

T~ilight

TIaned into night and under its kind

cloak the King of France rode to sefety, but the morning re
vealed tte overwhelming Victory of the English.

"Thus by Godls

favour and the irresistable force of the English arohers - who
in a tnanner did only fight- ..-;as King

E~dr]ard

put into full dnd

peaceable possess ion of a pe rfect victoryt' (2)
1.

"
o.

For a discussion on the ~laceruent of the archers at Crecy
see Lloyd, "The 'Herse' of Archers at Crecyn; 1~orri6, llAr
c:ners at Crecy"; and George, llArchers at Crecyll, Eng11~h
~i6~9~ic31 ~Yl~W, X, 338-41; 427-36; XII, 733-8.--
Speed, Hi~y of Gre~t Britain quoted by Hare, The Archers
Q.hLQ1!i_~e and Oreem-;ood CO!!1pani.2l1, p. 97.
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From now on archers played & part in nearly every battle,
although tteir presence by no Beans insured such victories as
Crecy.

Often the army was defeated though archers were present,

so they formed no 6ure talisman.
In the meantime
thought

no~

t~e

Scots, who were allies of the French,

that the cut was

~~ay

it was time for the mice to

play so they made an incursion into England bu.t were defeated
Cros~where

at Nevill's

"the archere began to shoot on both

parties, but the shot of the Scots endured but a short space,
but the archers of England shot eo fiercely so that when the
battles approached, there

wa~

hard battle U , which resulted in

the capture of the Scottish king. (1)
Although for a time after the fall of Calais there was
nominal truce, raiding continued rampant.

In 1356 the campaign

of the Black Prince ,iho bad 1;,·on his_ laurels at Crecy eclipsed
other activities.

He started

north~ard

from Guienne but upon

learning of the descent of King John ,.. itt an enormous force he
began a race
Poitiers.

south~ard,

the end of which

8

the battle of

Just hOB this conflict occurred seems to be a matter

of dispute even among the beet interpeters of the sources.
Some feel that the Prince was forced to fight here because the
French had interposed thamselves between his line of march and
Bordeaux, but though this might have been reason enough, Edward
seems to have taken un hie position comparatively early in the

1.

Froissart, Ope cit.,I, ch.cxxxviii, p.IIO.

:~3

.

day so he probably considered this a good position to receive
the attaok of a force of superior numbers.

It is uncertain

shetner or not the English tried to retreat across the river
under cover of the night, after attempted negotiations had
failed.

Hc~ever

the facts may be, "the archers did their

company that day great advantage; for they shot so thick that
the Frenchmen

~ist

not on

aide

~hat

~o

take heed, and little

and little the Englishmen Don ground on theml,(l)

The English

were dravm up in three divisions 'll'ith arcl:ers thrown out 2.1ong
the road which

~as

bordered by hedges and thickets thus forri,

ing a position from \"ihich the
by the

c&v~lry ch~rge.

arcr~ers

The French then resorted to tte attack

,ith disffiounted'-'1en-e:.t-arms. (2)
sent a small force of

could not be dislodged

cav~lry

By a strategic detour Ed\':ard

and archers to attack the French

rear - a move which clinched the English victory.

The real

French kine was taken captive despite the fact that he had em
ployed many decoys to
to his protection. (3)

".~ear

the

6~:..me

coat of arms as hie to add

In this battle the glory of Prince Ed

ic.rd was to have played a poor hand well.
During this same period siege tactics were used extensive
1.
2.

3.

Froissart, Ope cit.,I, ch. eLXII, p. 125.
It took the French a long time to learn this lesson. Even
as late as the battle of Herrings and the skirmish at Beau
vais in 1430 the French insisted on meeting the archers
Nith a cavalry move.
Stowe related an interesting anecdote in connection with
this victory as a novel way of explaining the change in
style of English hair dress. After the capture of John}
the English allowed their hair to gro~ and shaved their
beards.

ly.

The English especially under Lord Derby won many

siege~~)

These tactics were more or less alike so to describe one gives
an adequate idea of the mettods.
filled .:ith underbrush, etc.,

50

Very often the ditches were
that the soldiery under cover

of the fire of the archers could approach the walls to under
mine them.

Very often these arrow shafts were fitted with a

small vial of lime "hich bursting as it struok/scattered the
blinding lime. (2)

Another meE.:.ne used to reach the city or

octstle ';-mlls in these siege tactics '.:vas a tall tower-like
machine mounted on ITheels and covered on top

~,ith

ox hide.

This covering protected the archers and men within from the
enemies I stones and blinding lime.
Before the Black Prince left France to return to his
native land and to death,he

~ade

a brilliant campaign into

Spain as the champion of Pedro whom Henry of
ejected from the kingdom.

Tra8ta~are

had

The English assisting Pedro won

through their combination of men-.:lt-arms and archers at the
battle of Navarretta.

"The Rex of SpayD fled, for he myte

not susteyne the tempest of arwoes. ,,(3)

EVen though, accord

ing to Froisoart, the Xing of Oastile previous to the battle
6 ta ted, "Thank God, I have enow of men to ass is t me$ 4 ) In the
1.
2.
3.
4.

The use of archers in sieges had long been recognized be
fore their effectiveness had been recognized in open field
figh tinge
Hewitt, Ancient Armour an~ Weapon~ in Europe, p.325.
Capgrave, op.cit., p. 225.
The Frenoh had sent reinforceraents.
0

25.

first place l there are

alre~dy

in our army 7 1 000 men at arma l

eaoh mounted on a good courser, and so

~ell

covered with armour

that they fear not the arrows of the archer". (1)
From tpis period on both countriea were so occupie<i with
their own internal strife thCit the war lapsed into raiding and
pillage by free companies. (8)
By the time of the Armagnac-Burgundian confliots in France,
the French had acquired some skilled archers especially in those
regions of France coming in closest contact with English meth
ods (Picardy & Gascony) but the uce of the crossbow still per
siated in its popularity \iith the

continent~l

armies.

In this period the two countries had muddled through
the regencies of c.hild kings and France con t ioued to rock '<7i th
rea tlessness under her dernen ted. ruler, \·!hile England once again
,.'" s governed by a king who felt th:::. t to subdue France was one
of hia commissions in life.

setting out for Calais with a large

force, Henry V landed first at Harfleur
ovorcwtie.

~hich

he besieged and

The English king offered to settle the quarrel by

duel ·.. ith the Prince, a method of settlement upon which Edl'"!ard
III and Philip

h~d

attempted to agree in the previous century.

When the French asked
ths.. t he
1.
2.
c

·~"3.S

~here

they could meet 1 Henry replied

:narching s traigh t to Calais but for aome reason he

Froissart, I, en. CCXL, p.367.
EV0n though the kings were anxious for pea.ce, the archers
and soldiers of fortune desired that hostilities continue
bec~use of the personal profit to t~e individual.

26.

Jas left to his
acco~pliahed

hi~.

devices for sometime before the French

0

their

slo~

mobiliz&tion

Unaole to cross the

So~~e

~nd

started to follow

at Blanche-taque he folloved

the river to Amiens -;;.nd s tc:.rted northward toward Galai s but
the E'!'snch
ation.

A

r:1~naged
3ener~1

to get bet'i7een

t~e

English .;;.nd their destin

feeling of despair settled u?on the English)

but Henry did not seem to share this despair, for when his
chaplain wished for 10)000 more archers Henry rebuked him with
these ';'iords 'I!hich Shakespeare puts into his
"If we are marked to die,

~e

t~10uth:

ure enow

To do our country lose; and if to live)
The fener

~en)

the ereater share of honour.

God's will! I pray thee) wish not one
By Jove, I

~an

more.

not covetous for. gold)

ar!1

Nor care I who doth feed upon

cost;

~y

It yearns me not if men my garments wear;
Such

out~ard

things

d~ell

not in my desires:

But if it be u sin to covet honours,
I am the most offending soul alive
No, faith, my coz, ryish not a man from England:
God's peace! I

~ould

not love so great an honour

As one man more, methinks, hlould share
For the best hope I have.

fro~n

me =

.

0, do not wlsh one more!"

The English soon ran into the French at Ag1ncourt.
this conflict the English archers
1.

Shakespeare) Henry

~

~e?e

(1)

In

in the front of the main

Act. IV, 80.3.
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body as wall as mixed ~ith the men at arms on the ~ings. (1)
They

~'iere

"for the most part -';7ithout any armour , and in jack

ets , ;iith their hose loose and hatchets or swords hanging to
their girdles;
~onstrelet

so~e injeed were barefooted ~nd without ~ats"~l)

said that the French stooped to prevent the arrows

from hitting them on the visors of their helmets.

The battle

of Agincourt though regularly named as the third of the great
trio of lEnglish batmen's victories in France

~';as

not Hon by

the archers as bowmen but primarily as axmen in the hand to
hand conflict.

The French army according to Baker was approxi

mately six times as large as the English with 4 1 000 archers
and 1 1 500 croesbovMen but these were not used advantageou31y~2)
An attack on Henry's baggage train though causing
moment~Tily

proved a

f~11ure.

so~e

panic

A poem by John Lydgate reprint-

ad in the Chronicle of London from the Harlean

~anuacripts

commemorates the archers at Agincourt. (3)
"They triumpyd up full meryly
'I'he grete bataille togyd·er yede;
Oure archiers shotte full hertyly,
And made Frensshmen fast to blede;
There arwes wente full good sped ,
Oure enemyes ther~Y{ith down gon falle ,
Thorugh bresplate , habirion , and bassonet yede ,
Slayn there were xj thousand on a rowe alle
vat ye right ~ell that thus it ~a8
Gloria tibi trinitaa. n

,

....
.J..

':l

3.

t'-lonetrelet , OPt cit. 1 I, chi 8X1VI, :9.9. 340f.
Baker, A Chronicl~ .21 t~ Kings of fn£land, p. 170.
.-p.

':)16 •
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The English continued to use the longbow even though
they had taken up the use of cunnon.

Under Henry V, the

English TIon success aftar success, the accounts of which read
very much like those of the previous century with the excep
tion of the added use of the cannon.
With the advent of the

inf~nt

Henry VI and the nation

alist spiTit of France, the English) without a strong military
genius at their helm, lost their atron5hold in

Fr~nce,

one by

one and once again becC'Lme occupied '::i th the ir insular affairs.
The English soon were in deadly strife with the followera of
the Red Rose pitted against those of the ~hite Rose. (1) These
conflicts often opening with a cannonade &nd then a discharge
of arrows,

~ere

stUbbornly contested.

At Towton the Yorkists

won by a conspiracy of the elements together with the arrows
of their bowmen.

Snow

~as

driving into the faces of the Lan

castrians so that they could not see that the Yorkists had
stepped back out of bowrange until they had expended their
supply of arrows.

The Yorkists then advanced and discharged

not only their own Bupply of shafts but those which had fallen
short of their mark.
At the Battle of Barnet the Lancastrian archersinadvert
ently caused disaster when they
Oxford men

~ho

di6cha~ged

were helping them after

their arrows at the

~iBtaking

their crest

as it glinted aIld shimmered in the sun for the emble·;tl of King

EC1war......
1. The Chronicles of the

~-

~hite

Rose.

~

With the battle of Bosworth and the ascension of Henry
VIr the wars of the Rosesclosed.
""&~

the time of Henry VIII,
~nd

lcnged to pike, bill
~ho

From now on, especially from

lltl1e decision of battles now be

musket.

The infantry and light troops,

had hitherto been left to arm themselves as best they could,

began to be dressed in some kind of uniform, with weapons and
armour selected with some care, and used in definite propor
tions". (1)

"In this period the b01,(,T.len wore a hat and gorget

of banded mail and a hauberk of overlapping scales of leather
cover;8d by a brigandine of leather. (2)
was (is) a

cor8elet~(3)

The only plate defence

It may seem rather strange to those

living in a day when the central government equips the army
~ith

standard material that the archers, even in their hey-day,

were left to equip themselves with
they could procure.

~hatever

weapons and armour

However, though these archers were paid,

there still remained that feudal principle that the individual
and not the central government was responsible for the equip
ment of the soldiery.
suspended

from the

Besides the bow and cloth-yard shafts,

~aiat,

the archer had with him as has been

intimated) an axe or mallet. (4)
The English attempted to prolong the use of the bow long
after it was logically obsolet~~)and strange thou~h it may seem
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gardner, Armour in England, p. 74.
The Tabard period of armour.
Ashdown, Arms and Armour, p. 258.
The usual allotment of shafts was twenty-four to an archer.
'I'~lis gave rise to the saying that the English archer had
t~enty-four Scote under his belt.
Smith, The Bo"~anI8 Glory.
=
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the victory of Flodden, the last time the English used the bow
in a major conflict, (l)was as great as any of its previous vic
tories.
Henry Jenkins was about twelve years old at the time
of the conflict and who had been sent to Northalerton with a
load of arrows commemorated this grsat battle in the poem of
flFlodden Field". (3)
"Then might you see on every side,
The ways all filled with men of war,
Here silken

stre~ner6

waving wide,

There polish'd helms glistring afar.
******
******
The right hand wing with all his route,
The lusty Lord Dacres did lead,
.. ith him the bows of Kendall stout
milk coats and croases red.
******
******
The sounding bows were soon up bent,

~ith

Some did their arrows sharp up take;
Some did their Alberts hent,
Some rusty bills did ruffling shake.
******
*-*****
My Lancashire most lively wights,
And chosen mates of Cheshire strong,
1.

2.

According to Elmer the last two appearances of bow in war
fare in the Bri tish Ieles ,Iere in Scotland; once in 1644
when the Royalists used it against the Covenanters and
again in a clan war of 1688.
Hastings, Ope cit. p.47.

31.

From sounding bo,;,' your feathered f1 ights,
Let fiercely fly your foes among.
****.*
******
The noise then made the mountains ring,
And Stanley, stout they all did cry,
Out Nent anon the grey goose rring,
And 'mongst the Scots did flickering fly."
Of all the myriad of bows throughout the length and
breadth of Mediaeval England all except five have disappeared
as mysteriously as their great forebearers came into being~l)
The

prodigies of skill attributed to bowmen are

~;ell

known

but these feats can be verified only in the light of the poes
i bil i ties of the modern boy; 1.'ihich breathea .the very romance of
the ancient bow.

For instance, the story goes that Locksley,

or Robin Hoed as he was better known, drove an
willoy! reed at five score ya.rds and that he
an arrow already in the target.

arro~

into a

nocked (split)

The former feat is entirely

Hithin the bounds of possibilities for this is done frequently
today but it was a mistake to claim that
complish this feat with every shot.

R~bin

Hood could ac

As to the second claim I

cite this episode:
"Ford once thought he had met with his match, or rather
more than his
Royal Qround.
1.

~atch,

at archery.

It was at a meeting on the

He had just ahot his end - the distance being

Of these five one ie the Flodden Bow; another,Little John's
Bov) now at Cannon's Hall; and three are bows from the ship
of Mary Rose ~hich sank in 1545. Two of these are in the
tower.

100 yards - and

~ade

a central gold.

II'll nock that arrow

of yours,' reillarked a stranger airily, stepping forward to
shoot in his turn.

He shot and kept his pro::Jise, hie very

first arrOfl splitting

~r.

Ford~

last from nock to pile. 'Do

you often do that sort of thing?' asked Hr. Ford, as 600n as
he had recovered from his astonisht'1ent.
\'fae

the reply given in

a

'Oh, yes, frequently,'

tone of j D..un ty self-sat iafact ion in

dicative of the consciousness of power.

'30wever,' said Mr.

Ford in telling the story, 'as he never hit the target again
all day, I concluded it was an accident, and was rzlieved ac
cordingly. '11(1)
As to the distance of a bow-shot there is vast disagree
ment in accounte.
shot

~t

a man

ei~ht

Lle'...' ellyan of Nannan \';'ae reported to have

hundred yards

a~ay

from the Carnarvon

C&stle but only the height could have given his bow the pooci
bility of so long a range
of modern archery. (2)

~hich

seems incredible in the light

Carew, a Cornish ar~her of the early

sixteen hundreds is seie. to have 'sent a cloth-yard shaft four
hundred eighty yards r.hile Dr. Crouch (1925) made an unofficial
record of three hundred and. six yarde and. an official record
of t~o hundred and ninety three yards. (3)

into a hwuan
1.
2.
3.

cros£bo~,

By turning the archer

Curtis was able to reach three hundreQ

Ford held all score records until Douglas of LOB Angeles
broke hiB score in 1929. L&nbert, Hod~rn Archer~, p. 23.
Hansard) OPt cit.) p. 18?
Frem the Survey of Ccrn~ell ~uoted by Strutt, the EPor~£
and Paeti.mes oJ the Peop.l.§. 0% Enal~Il£) P. 6?

33.

and forty-one yards at this

tourna~ent.

Dr. Pope made an imi

tation of one of the surviving mediaeval bows.

With this he

ca.st a thirty-six inch arrow in flight shot, two hundred and
fifty-six yards and a

twenty-~ight

inch arrow two hundred and

twenty-five yards.
An arrow from a powerful
penetration. (1)

wa~

bow cast an arrow of deep

Giraldua mentioned that an arrow had pierced

an oaken door full four fingers

~hile

in another instance an

arrow had penetrated a rider and Killed the horse,
"Apropos of the power of the old English longbow, Doctor
Pope

WdS

curious to find out just how safe these old ironclad

dreadnoughts of knights were in the good old daya.

He, like

most of us, thought them quite comfy and secure unless tne ar
cherts shaft, by good shooting or good luck, found some chink
or crevice in the

ar~our.

So did the(Britiah)museUL1 authorit4es,

evidently, for they cheerfully lent
in first-class condition.

hir~

a suit of Damascus mail

Doctor Pope made an exact replica of

the bodkin pointed cloth-yard arrows used at Crecy and Agin
court, took his trusty yew bOW, and i;';,ent over t::J see about it.
He was engaged in pad6ing a wooden box with folds of burlap to
place inside the armcur to give it

6t~bility,

when to him crone

one of the museum attendants.
"'Why, Doctor', said he, 'if you want to shoot an arrow
at that, I'll put it on for you.'
"But the doctor, having already all tha practice he could
attend to, said him nay, retired to the other side of the room,
****~8**

1.

The archer has two bOWS, one for war and a lighter one for
the chase.

'1
3 '%.

and loosed his shaft.
The

arro~ ~as

There was a clash and a

aho~er

of sparka.

found to have penetrated the breaat, pierced the

burlap folda and the TIooden box, and bulged out the back.

The
,,( 1)

museum attendant turned a pale green and turned away from there.

1.

'~7hite,

Lions in the

~,

pp. 28f.

Chapter III
The Longbow in Peace.
-0

British
ons

bO~llen ~ere

their constant

~ere

that arrests us in this

effective in war because their weap

co~panion

in peace.

perambul~tion

Elmer, "is not of warfare at all.

"The next thing

through the past",says

It is a single figure, one

that is as much a part of archery as Santa Olaus is of Christ
mas; Robin Hood. II (1)

Und.oubtedly this name i,s a nickname as

the 'well knovm sobriquet, Strongbow, was given to the Earl of
Pembroke or "Naso" to Ovid.
rivation is the

na~e

Robin, according to Teutonic de

for elves or spirits of mischief.

Along

in the late fifteenth century and the first part of the six
teenth century the ancient stories of Robin Hood and his merry
band TIere remodeled and sUbdivided and it bec&me the vogue to
have Robin Hood preside as Lord of Hay
__ y at the ~ay game festival. (2)

2J

Ar.9h~~y
r

1.
2.
3.

'~'li

th :'tiriam as Lady of

Dodd includes in his ~a;lag~

this delightful excerpt:
"Mark the top knots on each bow,
That 60 gayly deckld do shew,
Like little Liay-poles in a row,
l:1arian mark, :'!arian nia.rk~
Like little :~y-poles in a row,
!.Iarian mark, my Love .111 (3)

Elmer, op cit., pAO.
stru tt, OPt cit., pp. 353f.
p.26. Very often the archer in his contests used the colored
ribbon which his fair lady gave him to hold hie bOTI string
when the bOr! was unstrung, just as the knights wore in their
tournaments scme token of their Lady. Some of the young
men decked their bows in various colors of paints.

36.

So popular did these
~hen

C~~e

he

l~Y

games become that Latimer relates that

to preach he found that the church waa locked be

cause it was Robin Hood's day.
The most ancient Toxophilite societies seem to have or
iginated in the
t~elfth

ga!~lee;

of the lleople.

Fri tz ::ter.lhens in the

century ralates that the young men of London spent the

SUT!Uner hoI id~ys in the fields "leaping, shooting ri i th the bow,
,rrestling, casting the stone, playing with the ball, and fight
ing with their shields". (1)
2
In 153J ihe Society of St. George, the first to be

e~-

tablished by royal patent in Er.gland, was founded for the pastime
to practice shooting,

~ith

the peculiar proviso in the charter,

"In case c:ny person should be TIounded. or slain in these sports,
,lith an arrow' shot by one or other of the archers, he that shot
'·;as not to be sued or r:wlested if he had, immediately before the
dische:.rge of the neapon, cried out, 'fast', the signal usually
given upon such an occasion n • (3) This reminds us of the famil
iar gol!. term "fore".
As early as 1789 these different societies held inter
aociety Leete but at this time their hearts seemed to be more
ir. their stomachs thqn their archery if the records of the meets
are a basis for jUdguent because their records relute the dinner
menu, but give little of the Bcores the archers made.
d

1.
2.
3.

bow

~eet

seemed an exoellent exouse for a good meal.

Strutt, oPe cit., Intro., xxxv
In the time of Henry VIII.
Quoted from Stowe by Strutt~ p. 57.

In faot,

37.

A

fe~

ti~e8 ~ith

of Gaunt

of these Eocieties

~hich

flourished at different

their picturesque} suggestive names are the John

Bo~men}

Robin Hood Bowmen, Neville's Cross Archers}

Bowmen of Chevy Chase, Yeoman Archers, and the Royal British
Bonmen.

a society was patronized by a ;{\ember of the

l.~fhenever

royul family it ';:as enti tled to prefix i te name I'/i th the ;!ord
II r:cY&.l".
fare

'i-;'::':;'S

By the time of Henry VII the bow as tleupon of war

m:.ning but he patronizEP. archery as a pastime and

method of exercise.
Princess Elizabeth

In an old poem written in
·.~ho

prc~ise

of the

afteri'iards bec2UJe his Queen, the £0110';';

ing is said of Henry VII:
"2ee nhere he shoteth at the butts,
And
He

~

~ith

~eareth

, 1" t '1S

~nQ

Upon the

hym are lordes three;

d~y

a

eo~ne

of velvette blacke}

'
'h e 1~nee. ,,0.)
co t e daoove
~

of his coronation (October 30) he, accord

ing to Bacon} "as if the crown upon hie head had put perils
into his thoughts" founded the organization of the Yeomen of
.is Guard to protect hiG royal personage.

Arthur} his son,

'"ras quite expert v/itl) the bow} and it became the custom to call

the captain of the Bowrnen of London, v:i th \7hom the Prince shot,
by the honorary name of IIPrince Arthur ll , the other archers be-

ins styled his knights.
VIII, carried on
1.

Harl.

t~e

Another son} Henry, who became Henry

royal interest ir. archery.

.... p. 365.

His body-guard,

38.

made up of

t~o arch~rB

"hetineue of Speres".

to each

man-~t-arme ~~s

known as the

To every layman with an estate of

~11000 or more fell t~e duty of furnishing thirty lcngbow6 1

thirty sheaves of 'arrOi':6 1 s.nd thir ty

6

ta el caps.

In 1548 the

uniform of the English archers consisted of blue cloth Guarded
.. i th red , and hose of blue wi th a red etripe l or ",1 tb. the hose
on the right leg red and on the left leg blue.
provided a sallet and brigandine by

~ay

and t'.,o stakes

t~:eir

and a

dc.gger besides

They Vlere also

of defensive armcur)
bmJs and arrows.

Henry VIII not only patronized archery but &lso Dracticed
this noble sport for in the Privy Purse Expenees of Henry VIrI
are found such en tries as: (1)
"To Sca,<;esby) for boY;s, arrows) shafts 1 broad-heads I
bracer and shooting gloves for Lady Anne . . ; • • • . 236 4d
our bo,,;,;s for Lctdy Anne • • .

13s 4d

To George Coton) for six shots lost 1::y t:t:..e King to him
at Totehill) at 66 Sd the shot.
To Browne , the merchant) for money TIon of the Kine
~t

shooting • • • . . . . • .
EVidently) according to

. . . . , . . . . • ~22

10s"

e last two entries, the King

"e.s not e.l,.ays the "inner of his \";agers.
One day in an archery match at
Shoreditch named 8arlor.

80

~indsor

an inhabitant of

surpassed all the rest in skill at

shooting that the King (Henry VIII) humorously styled him as the
1.

Quoted by Barel op. cit.) p. 55.
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Duke of Shoreditch and this title quickly supplanted the earl
ier title of Prince Arthur by which the Capt&in of the London
Archers had been

o~lled

after the King's brcther.

During the reign of Henry VIII the first real book on
arcbery by the English was \"iri tten by Aschum .. t.-hose bock so
ple~Bed

His

L~je6ty,

to whom the book had been dedicated .. that

Henry gave him a peneion and appointed him reader to Prince
Edl,-:-ard ond Princees Elizaoeth.

To him probably they owed

their s}:illc.:.nd interest in the bow.
Jchn

T~ylor ..

a waterman by vocation and wine duty col

lector at the Tower of London ..
r;uard of Queen El izc::..be th ..

~\

~ho

seems to have been the

rote:

11\':i thin these few yeeres, I to mind dee call
The Yeoman of the Guard t;ere archers all.

L hundred at c time I oft have seen ..
flith

bo~es

and arrowee ride before the Queen

Their bowes in hand, t::,eir quivers on their
shoulders ..
,as a most stately shew to the beholders.n(l)

James I includes archery as a fitting exercise for a
Prince, for he grites to his eon Henry," •.....•.. but the ex
ercises I
making a

have you use, although but moderately, not

~ould

cr~ft

of them, are running, leaping, wrestling,

fencing, dancing

~:nd

playing at the caitch, or tenniee, ar

cherie, pall-malle dna Buch like other fair and r-leasant
i'ield- Games l1 • (2)
1.

2.

But archery has a place for all people

IlPrayer of the grey Goose ~ing.n There is a manuscript in
the Vatican of t~o emissaries ~hich the Pope sent to Eng
land befol'e the Spo.ni~h Armada r:hich tells that the bo\~ is
the r;eapon in 7ihich the EnGlish take the great-3st delight.
Strutt, op. cit., ILtro. xxxi.

40.

\ihether they be rich or poor, patrician or ple1:eian, as Ehott
ere1 and D'Urfey have stated it so aptly
11 • • • • •

11 • • • • • • • •

Let Princes therefore shoot for exercise,

Soldiers to enlarge their magnanimities,
Let

shoot, 'cauae 'tis a pastime fit,

Nob~ea

Let Scholars shoot to clearify their
Let C: i tizens

~it,

shoot to purge corrupted blood,

Let YeoDan shoot for the King's and Nation's good,
Let all the Nation's Archers prove, and then

L~nthorns ~ay find virtuous men.n(l)

He uithcut

Charles II, the last of the English monarchs

~ho

active

1y patronized the bow until the ascension of George IV, -,ihiled
o.v,2..y the time d.uring his exile '.;ith arohery.
guild of st. Sebastian at Burges to
~hich

~hom

He shot \.ith the

he presented a mace,

it still has.
To George IV archery not only owes its revival, but

also ,:lany of its regulations.

He set the shooting c.iet8.nce

at 100, 80 c:.nd 60 yards from the target instead of the former
lZO, SO, 60

Emd 30

yards.

He

;;~leo

designated tl:e ,ralue of the

tarcet rings reading from the bull's eye outward ut nine,
seven, five, tl:ree b.nd cne points.

These became known as the

Prince's Lengths and the Prince's Reckoning respectively, and
were accepted universally except bv the Scottish bomnen
the ~ocdmen of Arden. (2)
1.

ArcDer~~ Rev~ved,

2.

E l~'r_ e r,

0

p. cit.

I.

quoted by Hare,
p. 73 •

OPt

cit. p.166.

~nd

41.

As Prince Regent he
men, a society

~hich

~as

patron of the Royal Kentish Bow

flourished froli 1786-1802.

Dodd has con

tributed many deli;htful ballads written &nd presented for the
entertain~ent

of this society.

"A bowman's life's the life to court,
Th~re's

nou;ht can charm so dearly

As roving) butting all in sport,
To the sound of the bU6le cheerly.
fihen mornin£; smiles on hill and dale,
Away he 7iends}
His

bo~

he bends:

His shafts

~ill

seldom fail;

Full thirteen score)

~

..

And something more,
To steadily hold their flight."
Or) take his ballad i'Fairy Queen":
'[e III nerve each arm il;i th anc ient pow 1 r
To tend the toughest yew;
And

con8ecr~te

that happy hour,

When Kent's first arrow flew.
Be it mine

~lone,

From my airy throne,
To chaunt the VictorIa high ren
To hey ho, nanny no,
-,- rry be c:.nd bonny 0)
Hail to the Kentish bow." (1)
1.

Dodd) Ballads of

Arch~~y)

p 72.

4;3.

a str&nge coincidence Victoria becGme actively inter

By

eated in archery

~hile

at a rescrt near Hastings , the place

"lihere the

bm,,; fi

rs t '/Jon its laurels as

~arfare.

Here both she and her mother became the patronesees

a

weapon of cffens i ve

of st. Leonard's Archers , which later took the title of the
~ueents

St. Leonerd's Arohers.

In 1844 Victoria

ber of the Guild of St. Sebastian at Bruges

~nd

ed a prize upon the completion of her fiftieth
chip.

bec~ne

in 1893
ye~r

a mem
pregen~-

of member-

Although her Bcn and grandson have not pursued the

noble sport , ttey have lent their pntro.nage to the Royal Toxo
philite Society.
The bow served the English people TIell in peace and in
.ar

60

th&t "it may,

~ith

truth , be said to have been the toy

of the ir in:uncy) the pr ide of the ir :!lanhood 1 and the boas t of
the ir old. age".

1.

(1)

Roberts, Cpo cit. p. 16.
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SummaI'y.
The English Longbow left its imprint upon every phase
of

En~lish

life; social) economic) political

1.1 though much cred it

~nd

military.

been given to the invent ion

11&8

and use of gunpoYlder as a factor in the die1nteeration of
feudalized society, the English
ed the disintegration
to a cUlmination.

~hich

longbo~

in rGality had start

the use of gunpowder only hastened

The Mediaeval knight was no longer safe

Emu snug beneath hie shining coat of armour for the s .. iftly

sped grey-goose wing found its mQrk beneath the stoutest coat
of armour.
their own

The yeoman, findine that they coule. noVi hold
ag~inst

armoured knights, felt a sense of equality

\ihich the nobili ty of England was forced to recognize because
their victories

bec~TIe

vices of the English

more and more dependent upon the ser

yeo~en.

Their

ri~hts

could no lenger be

so eD-aily tram.pled upon) <-'Ud they assuued an ever' increasing
amount of political power.

The longbow not only affected the

political and social conditions of England but

~lso

those of

France; for to overCOT:10 the successes of the English "i tb
their longbows, the French were driven to subordinate fierce
feudal riviilri.ee in a ooncentrated national unity of action.
The Engl ieh 10ngbo\'J ohaneed :.1ediaeval mil i tary tactics
from dependence upon
ry.

mountc~

knights to dependence upon infant

In order to Deet the tactic6 of the Rnglish, the Frenoh

4 Ll.

were forced to
~en

dis~ount

their knights. for the English bow

supported by infantry
cha.r~.:e.

cavc..lry

the most

~roup

to

fcllo~

up a victory or to strike the

re~r.

Until tha use of gunpowder the crossbow
distance

~espon ~ith ~hich

thcugh the

cxossbo~~

-aindl~sses.

The

f~ct

Al

longbo~

Tte

longbo~

was the

The crossbowmen were t&rgete for

all the time

The

the chief

had, super'ior range" the lengbo'll out

machine gun of tt&t dGY.
longbol~en

~as

the longbow had to compete.

classed it in its rapidity of fire.

the

deter~ined

The [;Lrchers" ,,;ho 'l.'ere lightly armoured"

formed a mobile
enemy ir. the

coul~ che~k

th~t

~ac

they

~ere

cranking up their

also less burdeneome to carry.

that the strings of the

longbo~

could be protected

from atmospheric conditions gave it advantage of projectile
dis t:,noe in
8tI'in~s

dLYnp

or s-ul try

1;e::;: th~r

OV2.r

the cToesbow} ',7h06e

could not be thus protected.
The longbow ended as it began" a weapon of peace.

The longbowmen '"ere successful in war because it was their
comp&nion in peuce; but their preeminence in
ciS

~ar

lasted only

long as the y had supe rior cor:1l!lanciers, and only as long as

tte enemy ted no effective

ffie~nB

of meeting these.

-0

'XIGnaddV
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1.

Ctatutes Regulating Archery

Beginning ';;ith the Reign of Edward I.
-0

Ed..":ard I 
1874- An archer is bound to stay with the army only un

til he has shot away his arrows.
1875- ?1erchc.nts trading with countries from

staves

~ere

~;"ihich

bOYi

imported must brinB into England four

bowstaves for every ton of merchandise imported
and ten bows ta ves
ine.

~,i th

each tun of

~:.lalmB ey 0

r Tyre

All bOTIstaves six feet six inches in length

should be free from duties.

Shooting butte were

to be set up in suitable places.
1284- .Archers attending the king in his Vielsh lj'Jar,s were

tc come

e~uipped

~itt

a bow) three arrows

~nd

a

terpclus (stake).
Edv!ard II
13th Cent. - Every person not having a greater annual
revenue in land than 100 d. Was obli;ed to have a
bo\"o' and arrows and otheroffensi ve and defens i ve
arms.

If he dwelt within the royal forests he

should have rounded arr01.'i-beads; other:-;ise he

~7ould

use sharp crrows.
Ed:Jard III
1349- The possession of
land.

2.

bow was made compulsory in Eng

EV8ry to',-'mship shculd 'nave butts vfhere the

inhi::.bi tants must practice ehooting on 1'.:.11 fe&.st dc;.ys

under the penalty of

~d.

This statute was repeated

in the 12th year of Richard II's reign and again
in the 5th. yeur of
1369 -

Ed~ard's

IV's reign.

TLie statute, like the foregoing, forced the in
habit&nts (of London) to epenci their leisure time
on holidays in using the bow and arrow as a means
of recr-eation.

It forbid the practice of "throwing

of stones, wood, iron, handball • • , or such other
like vCi.in plays, l,;'hicb no profit in them,

II

Hichard II
1382- The sheriffs were to provide bows and arrows.
1389- Servants were compelled to practice archery on
Sunday and holidays,
1392- The King's servants must practice archery.
Henry IV 
1406- Arrow-heads must be made better and bear the mak
er' e ncune.
Henry V 
1416- Sheriffe of ICen t and elsewhere ml1s t provide
feat~ers.

:'

Two of these feathere on each arrow

must be white and two brown or grey, eo that the
archer can tell how to nock the arrow.
1418- Sheriffs in fourteen counties were to provide
40,000 feathers.

47.

Edward IV 1465- Pattens are not to be made of any aspe that is fit
for arrows.
1473- Bowetaves must be imported ... ith merohandise.
1478- The statute of 1349

~as

renewed.

1483- The price of the best bows TIas set at 3s. 4d.
Richard III 
14-83- Bo,";stavee must be imported ¥;i til every bu tt of wine.
Henry VII 
1504- Good bowstaves

~dmitted

to country duty free.

1504- The use of the croasbow is :t'orbidden by law to
Eng1ishDen. (1)
Henry VIII 
1512- Everyone under the age of sixty must practice
shoeting.

The fathers were to instruct their sone

in the art of the

bO?l

from the time they were seven

yeare old.

Masters must equip their apprentices

with bows.

Ecclesiastics, justices of the two

benches or assize and ba.rons of the exohequer were
exempt from this regulation.
1543- No person
at a

~ark

t~.enty-four

years old or more might shoot

less than 220 yards distant.

To prevent

teo much consumption of foreign yew each bowyer
must make four bows to each yew bow and sell these
at & lower price.
1546- A penalty of i 10 inflicted for keeping a crossbor
in the heuse.
1.

Tlls use of the crossbov,
an Gouncil of 1138.

\'!2.S

solemnly condemned

by

the La ter

48.

I:Iary 

1657- The Statute ef

~inton

(1275) repe&led and then re

enacted.
Elizabeth 
1566- The price of a common or Livery bow or ene of Ene;
lish ye\i set at 2

(Pre~:,.:l ouel y

bring 6 s. 8 d.
eight

~nd

The bo;v of foreign ye';;

8.

a Spanish

bOYl

,i::"S

to

had brought

ten pounds.)

During Elizabeth's reign fifty bowmen ITere placed on
bOard each first rute
Gade that

"Gapt~ins

man-of-~ar.

Provisions

~ere

Bnd officers should be skillful

of' ti:e. t moe t noble l:leapon and Bee that the ir sold iers)
according to their draught and strength) £iC::.ve good
00'1':8)

well notched)

\'7811

strynged) every strynge

·.:hin:,.ed in the ir noche 3.nd in the mydde s rubbed r,· ith
,:ax; cracer c:.nd e.hu tynge glove; sC:'je ep(;.restrynges)
trym I d as 2.fore-s ~dd; eve ry rle.n one shefe of arl"OTIs)
ith a case of leather defensible) against the rayne;
and in the same four and t;:oen tie arrO':"ls, ',;hereof
ight of them should be lighter than the residue)
to 2all or aetoyne the enemye t. i th the hail shot
of li<?;ht arro\";ls) before they shall come ",ithin the
d~neer

of the arquebuss-shot.

brigundine) or

~

Let every man have a

little coat of plate) a skull) a

huskyn) a maule of leade) 5 foote

i~:

le~gthe)

and

s.. fusee) thl;; sme ho..nging bw. his girdle, '.,ith a hook

~9.

[md

Ii

daGger ". (1)

Parlia~ent

(157Z) upon

~aking

a return of the

number of yey; bOYfstaves imported, found th2.t there
'.:ere

ten

SQ':"?:E:;

th()u£~nd

2nd that tl:ese

C;;.me

chiefly

from Emden, I:ordrecht, Sond.erburg, Hamburg, Dennark
~nd

Oologne,

J c.wes I 

1606- Provi B ions are to :'0;:3

de to

rap~ir

the shooting

zielde near London.
1618- "It is our

~ill

that after the end of divine ser

viue}our good people be not disturbed, letted or
Qiscouraged)from any lawful recreation such

~6

c.c-.. neing,

e1 ther for rr,en or -,"Jomen; archery for men,

le~ping,

v~uiting,

or

~ny

other such harmless re

creations. 11(2)
Oharles I 
1628- The act of 1606 is continued.
1629- A cOMsiesion is formed to enforce archery.
1633- The act provides ror the combination of the

c.nd

t[~e

bo~

p H:e.

Charles II -

_

1672- The duty on bo~staves is fixed at ~4 per one hun

o.rai and tr.enty.
1. - Archer's Guide, p.SG.
2. - Strutt, o~. cit., Introd. p.56.

II.

Progress in Protective Armour
for ttc Ar~her.

(1)

-0

The bowmen IH'ogressed from
to

~ell

factor

accoutred groups
realized.

~as

2.

their

dB

In 1220 they

p'Jcrly armoured infantry
import~nce
~era

as a military

protected only by a

chapJlle-de-fer li:,hile by tl1.::: end of the century they

hc~d

ad

cpted the conic&l heume and a !l2.uberk of banded [[,ail.
In the Surcoatless Period (l410-1 /-b30) the 3.r(:1"er8 were
equipped ':ri th a

pot-de~fer

or tne

l~ead} -;i

th a ccif-de-:::aille

or c;:;.n.:a.il; a brigandine or jacque of pourpointeriG; on the
left arm ....:£.s a Lrcicer} the legs 2..nd arms in clot:!:. stockings
_.nd e leeves; in tis girdle an axe} 6'ZTord or sc im i tar; a qui val'

at his r:ight hip c.nd

bO~i

slung at his back.

The quivers in

un

'"h'
.,
1"lKe an eLonga
" t eu. •oag. .
~lS perloa bere
Duri~g

Ira

~:e. t

tte

T~bard

P3riod (14:0-1500) the bo~nen sore

!::;.nd gorget of banded

scales of

le~th2r

a

s~ord

a hauberk of over-lapping

covered by a brigandine of leather.

plate defence is a corsGlet.
~nd

mail~~.nd

The quiv::;r is slung at the back

in front."

By the

ti~e

of the

Half-Ar~our

Period the

bo~

declining as a weapon of war, yet it persisted in the

the English
1.
2.

The only

~rmy.

ias fast
r~nks

A statute in the reign of Elizabeth pro

Ashdo~n} ~l-ms ~pd

Roy} US. ZO) Dl.

Armour) pp. 135) 309, 255, 358} 318.

of

51.

vided th3.t eacf: archer :"hould have
t~enty-four

arrows, a

br~car)

b;.~side3

shooting

their bows and

~love)

or little coat of )late) a skull or huskyn) a
:lnd a dagger.

a brigandine
~s.ule

of lead.

I::;.J

~",

.

Parts of the Bow and ArroTI.

III.

-0

The

BOI'! -

ArrO'iJ Plate:

J' small piace of horn} fibre of mother of

peurl inlaid just above the handle to keep
from

we~ring

on

t~e

bow.

t~e

arrow

In reality its greateot

service is to assist in telling the upper limb from
the lor/er.
Back =

The convex surfa.ce of

Body:

The concave part of the bow.
T:~e

Handle:

Horn:

r:'liddle

01"

-~he

bo'.';' '\'lhen it is drawn.

h(ind grip.

Pieces of horn ?laced at the ends of better bOffS
to

h~ld

the string.

Limbs: The upper and lower halves of the bow.
Nocks: Notches at each end of the limbs to hold the
bon-a tr ing.
True-C3nter:
t~o

The

eXEi'Jt

middle as l"ilSaSured from the

extrcmitieG.

The !\rrow 
Cock-feather: 'I'he off color vane placed on the left.
Nock:

A notch in the end of the shaft to carry the
bo\;;-string.

Pile:

The point or haud of the arrow.

Shaft:

The long

unfe~thered

part of the arrow.

shaft may be cylindar} ohestcd

(he~vy

The

at the nock

and tapering tOi;7Etrd the pile)} bob-tailed (heavy
at the nile

~nd

tapering to the nock) and barrelled

~oa
""8
r
.....

r'"
... t. "8)

54.

IV.

Archers on the Sea.
-0

In considering archers we usually think of their use on
la.nd, but bowmen \'Iere used on ships.
foug:c~

The battle of Sluys,

at tl":8 beginniI:g of the Hundred Years' V'c..r, is a good

example of their effecti ver.ess on the sea.

',hen the conflict

VJEj.simminent, Frcissart relates the story thus: UIAh', quoth tee
king, 'I have long desired to fight Bitt the Frencmr.en, and
shall I fight

~ith

some of them by the Grace of God and Saint
tl'~ey

George; for trUly

no~

have done me so l:1any displeasures, that

I shall be revenged, an I may.'

Then the king eet all his

ships in ord.er, the greatest before, well furnished

,,'~ith

arch

ers, &nd ever betr:een the t . . 1 0 ships of archers he had one ship
iith ,:Jen of urmSj and then he made anott.er battle to lie aloof,
',ith archers to comfort ever them that were moet weary, if need
were, and there were a great numter of countesses, ladies,
knights'

~ives

and

queen of Gaunt:

ott~r

damsels

these ladies

th~

th~t ~ere

king caused to be vell kept

~ith 300 men of arms and 500 archers.n(l)
Englisl'l archers

80

going to see the
The arro~s of the

tor::iented the French that "inany of them

leaped intc. th2 sea.

Fhen the courtiers

llic~.

:r.ot venture to

report the de::ee. t to Philip, the tasl\: fe 11 to tL-.e Buffoon ;;-;ho
cried, "Co'i!ardly, dastardly Englishmen.
ip.

II

"Hoy. 60?" asked Phil

"Becc;:Lllse they did not dare ls&p in to the sea, as our brave

men tave done,"
1. Froissart,

Ope

rejoined the Buffoon.
cit., vol. 1" ch.

L~

p. 61.

-- .

;:::c:;
'-'

Archers
proach of

~

~!ere

especi::illy effective in

ship to lay siege to

~

sea

~ort

CO\T81'ing

or to

the

l~nd

&p

troops.

The huge rocks c::.:.st onto the decks fr,o;H <:;n ene:Tlyls vessel
for~ed

tha

[~e~teBt annoy~nce

to English archers.

V.

Beginnin~

of a French

stc.nding

J~rmy.

-0

The Trench king dismissed all his forces in 1444 ex

cept five hundred of the best &ppointed
arch8 rG.

These

',/S 1'2

to ;:e nut uncier fi:rte·3n

L:mcee to eu.ch c;;<pts.in
ers. (1)
lances

l~nces ~nd

~,nd c...

proport iona te

4,000

c~pto:.ins,

num~::e r

100

of arch

(Ii' tj~ers I.'lere to 'oe fifteen c2.pt,.ins ',7ith 100
el:~ch,

th:;;.n 500).

the nurilber of l&nces mUBt have been 1500 r':ither
EVery :nan-at-arms had attach~d to him,

chc:rs on horos back dressed.. in

brig~1.nd.iIles,

tl.!O ar

greaves, and

Be.llets; or, \!1t!.nting these, they had strong leather jackets
;,;.nd hauber geonJ.2) The French moun ted thei r archers to insure

.uickneS8 of troop

move~ent

but

dis~ounted

them for combat.

Furthermore, a company of Fr,;;;e .n.rch:::ra 'rle.s formed.

:C;ach

parish sent its best archer to be enliated as the king'e
speci3-1 soldier ::'..n d in return he was exempted from tax.
bodies of men made

e King of

Fr~nce le~a

dependent upon

feudo..tories-.

1.
3.

llonsterlet, Chronicls§, Vol. II, Bk.III, p.41.
Ibid, II, 188.

These

o

-0

A qd-g.!~ 0 1'[0. ~g

Bi 01 io.g:caphy.
-0

Sourc~s

Primary

B""'Ker
-""•
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